
 

 

                2022 Carver County BPOU Resolutions - Proposed 

———————————————————————————————————— 

Section 1 - Promote Economic Prosperity                   

“Be it resolved that the Republican Party of Minnesota (RPM)     Recommended 

support full transparency and taxation only with representation.  

We believe our rights and/or our vote shall never be diminished  

or removed through policy created and/or implemented by  

non-elected officials/bureaucrats.” 

———————————————————————————————————— 

Section 2 - Restore & Defend Civil Rights 

“Be it resolved that the RPM supports religious freedom     Not Recommended 

& rights of conscience, individuals, businesses &                        See Sect. 2 

government officials.”    

———————————————————————————————————— 

Section 3 - Protect our Health Care 

“Be it resolved the RPM demands the passage of the         Not Recommended 

“Stop the Mandates” legislation.”                                             Action Item (AI) 

 

“Improve quality, leave choice of treatment between           Not recommended 

doctor and patient.”                                                                Already in Platform                      

                                                                                                        (AIP) 

“Be it resolved that the RPM goes on record to 

support the choice of Minnesotans &                                    Not Recommended 

Americans to use Ivermectin by passing                                   AIP and AI 

a Bill to make it an OTC drug.”  

 

“Be it resolved that the RPM should oppose 

legalization of physician assisted suicide & should             Not Recommended 

instead support health care solutions that                                       AIP 

prioritize real care rather than hasten death.”                      MN. Statute 609.218 

———————————————————————————————————— 

Section 4 - Educate our Children 

“Be it resolved that the RPM supports the                           Recommended 

fundamental right of parental control of all aspects 

of their children’s education, including mandates.” 

 

“Be it resolved that we oppose any state legislative 



 

 

mandate to require Minnesota public/charter schools         Recommended 

to teach comprehensive sex education & we call on           Combined in above 

all school districts to remove it or refuse to adopt it.”          Resolution 

 

 

“Be it resolved that we oppose any state legislative 

mandate to require Minnesota public/charter schools         Recommended 

to teach Critical Race Theory or any other                           Combined in above 

associated curricula & programs such as Social                  Resolution 

Emotional Learning, Ethnic Studies & Culturally 

Responsive Teaching. We call on all school districts 

to identify the ideology in any form, remove it from 

standards & curricula, & refuse to adopt it in  

any future forms.” 

 

“Be it resolved that it is the fundamental right of parents          Recommended 

to decide whether their children should be masked in school.  Combined in  

                                                                                                    above Resolution 

 

“Be it resolved that we support the establishment of a 

school choice program where the dollars associated         Not Recommended 

with each student follows the student to whatever                     AIP - Sect. 4 

school they decide to attend be it a homeschool, 

public/charter, or private school. The purpose is to 

allow parents to decide which school their child should  

attend.” 

———————————————————————————————————— 

Section 5 - Strengthen our Families & Communities                         

“Be it resolved that the RPM recognizes pornography                        

as a public health hazard leading to a broad spectrum of 

individual & societal harms & recognizes the need for           Not Recommended 

education, prevention, research & policy change at the                   AIP 

community & societal level in order to address the                       

pornography epidemic that is harming the people of the 

State of Minnesota & Nation.” 

———————————————————————————————————— 

Section 6 - Strengthen the Rule of Law 



 

 

                                                                                               No Action Needed 

No applicable Resolution submitted. 

———————————————————————————————————— 

Section 7 - Enjoy & Protect our Natural Resources 

“Be it resolved that the RPM takes this ever-increasing      Not Recommended 

problem seriously & become a world leader in actually       Contrary to Sec.7  

promoting a Carbon Footprint Reduction Program in 2020.”    See balanced      

                                                                                                    approach 

———————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

Section 8 - Make Government Smaller & Better 

“Be it resolved that the RPM supports an election that         Not Recommended 

is a competition for representing the people & each voter             AIP 

is entitled to cast a single ballot to record his/her  

preferences for representation.”  

 

“Be it resolved the RPM demands that the Minnesota       Not Recommended 

Legislature pass the “Never Again Bill” immediately,                       AI  

regardless of opposition stemming from radically                +Sec. 2,3, & 6 

corrupted politicians.” 

 

————————————————————————————————————

Section 9 - Defend America at Home & Abroad 

“Be it resolved that the RPM demands that the              Not Recommended 

Legislators immediately draft laws prohibiting any                  AIP & AI 

type of this illegal immigration in the State of Minnesota.” 

 

Additional Amendment add to above: 

“Illegal immigrants that have been relocated, delivered by  

plane to the State of Minnesota, prior, to this Resolution, 

shall be re-located, documented and returned to their 

country of origin.” 

 

****************************************************************************************************** 

NON-COMPLIANT RESOLUTIONS REMOVED FROM CONSIDERATION 

         



 

 

1. “Never Again” & health related - majority no signatures, P/F, + other 

                                             

2.  Vaccine Mandate - insufficient data/information submitted. 

 

3.  Taxation - insufficient data/information. But “Recommended” elsewhere. 

 

4.  Trapping - insufficient data submitted + No P/F 

 

5.  Second Amendment - insufficient data  + No P/F 

 

6.  “Term Limits”  - no “principal” submitted + insufficient data. 

 

7. “Voting Issues” -  insufficient data, P/F + 2 were defeated 

 

7.  Curriculum Transparency - no data - “Recommended’ elsewhere 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

      
         


